Vectra On-Line 1450 Limited Warranty

Vectra Fitness, Inc., warrants to the original owner only, this Vectra On-Line 1450 to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for component-specific periods commencing on the date of purchase, as outlined below. Purchase must result from sale at established warranty prices. This Limited Warranty is invalid only if it is purchased from a Vectra authorized dealer. Defective parts will be repaired or replaced at Vectra’s option, when returned to Vectra Fitness, Inc., shipping prepaid with prior authorization. No unauthorized labor will be reimbursed.

Warranty Period: All periods are from date of purchase (original owner)...
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Product information can be found in the following pages:
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For information, call 1-800-426-4867.
Tools Required:
- Phillips screwdriver, hammer, pliers

1. Select locations for your machine. Set machine up in a well-lit and well-ventilated area where you will exercise. Use rubber floor matting or surfpads to protect your floor. (It is necessary to have access to all sides of the machine during assembly. Once the unit is assembled, it may be slid into a corner where it will enjoy exercising.)
- Use rubber floor matting in a comfortable and well-ventilated area where you will enjoy exercising. Use rubber floor matting or surfpads to protect your floor. (It is necessary to have access to all sides of the machine during assembly. Once the unit is assembled, it may be slid into a corner where it will enjoy exercising.)

2. Under certain heat, make sure to set proper tone together. Lifting tones that use their supports. [NOTE: LEAVE ALL CABLE RETAINERS IN place.] Lay large items, such as the main column down until needed to assemble, it may be slid into a corner for use.

3. Under certain heat, make sure to set proper tone together. Lifting tones that use their supports. [NOTE: LEAVE ALL CABLE RETAINERS IN place.] Lay large items, such as the main column down until needed to assemble, it may be slid into a corner for use.

4. Under certain heat, make sure to set proper tone together. Lifting tones that use their supports. [NOTE: LEAVE ALL CABLE RETAINERS IN place.] Lay large items, such as the main column down until needed to assemble, it may be slid into a corner for use.

5. If you have any questions, PLEASE consult the full-service dealer where you purchased this machine.